The British Ragdoll Cat Club 7th Championship show 10th January 2009
I should like to thank the show management and the committee for the
invitation to judge at their friendly breed show. A spacious venue, with lots of
atmosphere. I am most grateful to Shirley Talboys (Shandatal Birmans) who
came especially to steward for me, with her usual quiet expertise - and on such a
cold day too! Thank you Shirley, I shall look forward to the next time. Thanks
also to Joanne Lamont, my second steward on the day. Joanne I hoped you
enjoyed the learning curve.

Seal Bi-Colour Ragdoll Kitten Male

1st Sabine’s SILKIESTAR I’MSOHANDSOME (66 31) M 23.05.2008
An 8 and a half month old seal bi-colour Ragdoll kitten of good type, he is long in
the body, muscular and well grown. Broad head with flat plane, very good width
between the medium seal brown ears. Ears showing the desired slight forward
tilt, they are well furnished and rounded at the tips. The large well opened and
expressive medium blue eyes are set well apart in an oblique aperture. The bite
is level the chin is firm. Rounded well developed muzzle the cheeks needing to
develop. A medium length rather straight wide nose, tending to dominate the
facial features at present, the tip is not retrousse. The mask has a slightly
unbalanced inverted ‘V’ of white beginning low down on the forehead, covering
the nose, whisker pads and chin. The remainder of the mask is seal brown.
Medium length legs of substantial boning and strong tufted paws, The paws and
legs are white, the back legs are white to the level of the underbody. Long seal
brown well furnished tail, tapering towards the tip, a little brindled on the upper
surface at present. The dense and soft predominately beige body coat is
medium in length, a short neck ruff developing. The bib chest and entire
underbody is white, there is a pale brown belly spot. A nicely presented exhibit,
not happy to be handled today, rather vocal and nervous whilst out of his pen.
2nd Edmunds HILDREK CHANDLER (66 31) M 10.05.2008
A large well boned seal bi-colour Ragdoll kitten rather Persian in type, he is 8
months old. Broad head, the forehead is rounded, not a flat plane. Good width
between the seal brown ears, these need to be a little larger for balance, they
do however display the desired slight forward tilt. Large rather bold and
rounded pale blue eyes, not oblique in their set. The body is long and muscular,
heavy in set with a short neck. The bite is level and the chin is firm, Chandler
has a rounded well developed muzzle, the nose leather is pink. Medium length
nose, only a barely perceptible dip, the tip is just retrousse. The mask has a
balanced inverted ‘V’ of white beginning at the middle of the forehead, covering
the nose and whisker pads but unfortunately not the chin, this is seal brown.
The remainder of the mask is seal brown. The substantially boned legs are
medium in length, large well tufted paws. The bib chest and underbody is white,
there is a large seal brown belly spot. The paws and legs are white, the back
legs are white to the level of the underbody. Predominately beige body coat,
this is quite long, full neck and chest ruff and knickerbockers. The coat
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presentation would benefit from more careful show preparation, temperament is
good.

AC Bi-Colour Ragdoll Kitten Female

1st & BOB Lynch MAGISRAGIS PERSEPHONE (66 31) F 04.10.2008
Just old enough to be at the show today, and being very brave about it on such a
cold day and in a big noisy hall. A seal bicolour Ragdoll kitten of excellent type,
she is long bodied and of a very good weight and size for her age. Broad head
with flat plane, good width between the medium seal brown ears. Theses are well
furnished and when she is relaxed shows the desired slight forward tilt. Cheeks
still developing, the muzzle is strong and rounded. Level bite. Medium length
nose, when viewed in profile shows the required gentle dip, the nose is slightly
retrousse at the tip. The mask shows a well balanced inverted ‘V’ of white
starting on the forehead, extending down and covering the nose, whisker pads
and chin. The remainder of the mask is seal brown. Expressive eyes of a good
blue, today the right eye appears lazy, when out of her pen however all seems
well (confirmed by Duty Vet). The eyes are set well apart, and are slightly
oblique in set. Medium length legs and round white tufted paws. The white on
the front right leg not quite reaching to the top, the left front leg is completely
white. White to the back legs is level to the underbody. Predominately beige
kitten soft body coat, with small areas of white in middle of the back. White
underbody, bib and chest. Long tapering and fairly well furnished seal brown tail
to balance her young frame. Excellent temperament, dear little kitten she is so
nicely presented.

Seal colourpointed/Mitted Kitten (inc Tabby) Male

1st & BoB Cook’s HIGHVIEW BACKCHAT (66) M 11.04.2008
Almost 9 months old seal colourpointed Ragdoll kitten of quality and wonderful
balance. Long in the body and muscular, with a broad chest and short strong
neck. The head is broad with flat plane, there is good width between the well
furnished rich seal brown ears. The bite is level, firm chin and well developed
muzzle. The nose is medium in length and when viewed in profile shows the
desired gentle dip, nose is retrousse at the tip. The mask is a good rich seal
brown and covers his well developed cheeks. Medium size ears showing a slight
forward tilt, these are set wide and well furnished. Expressive large deep blue
eyes, placed well apart and set in an oblique aperture. Medium length legs of
substantial boning, the brown paws are large and well tufted. Points colouring to
the legs seal brown. The seal brown tail is long and bushy, this tapers slightly
towards the tip. Beige body coat, this is dense and silky in texture and has been
well prepared. Well groomed clear pale beige underbody. Good length neck and
chest ruff and full knickerbockers. Fabulous temperament, first class
presentation and a pleasure to handle. A most promising exhibit.
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2nd Sabine’s SILKIESTAR LOGAN (66w) M 20.05.2008
A 7 and a half month old seal mitted Ragdoll kitten of quite good type, well
boned and of a good weight for his age. The head is broad with a flat plane, not
domed. Well placed medium sized seal brown ears, rounded at the tips and
showing the desired slight forward tilt. The bite is level, firm chin which should
be completely white, there is however seal brown colouring on the outer edges
of the chin. Large slightly oblique well opened deep blue eyes, they are set well
apart. Fairly well developed cheeks and a rounded muzzle, the mask is seal
brown. Medium length nose, showing a gentle dip it is straight at the tip.
Medium length substantially boned legs, points colouring seal brown. Pure white
mittens to front paws, the back legs are white to level of underbody. There is a
small seal spot on the back of the left leg. Good length bushy brown tail to
balance, this tapers towards the tip. Some brindling on the upper surface of the
tail. Clean well prepared beige body coat, this is silky in texture and medium in
length. Ruff and knickerbockers developing.
The bib, chest and entire
underbody is white. Excellent gentle show temperament.
Seal colourpointed/Mitted Kitten (inc Tabby) Female – A class of quality exhibits

1st Adams & Thompson’s RAGADEE TIA MARIA (66) F 28.04.2008
8 and a half months old seal colourpointed kitten of very good type. She is long
bodied muscular and very well grown. Broad head with flat plane, she has very
good width between the medium seal brown ears. The ears are set wide and
show a slight forward tilt, they are well furnished and rounded at the tips. Full
seal brown mask, this covers her well developed cheeks. Strong rounded muzzle,
level bite and firm chin. A gentle dip to her medium length nose, this is slightly
retrousse at the tip. Slightly oblique well opened medium blue eyes, these are
set well apart, feminine expression. Sound seal brown points colouring to the
substantially boned legs, these are medium in length. Large velvety brown round
paws. Seal brown tail of a good length to balance the body, slightly tapering
towards the tip. Dense and silky beige body coat, paler beige underbody. Good
length neck ruff and knickerbockers. Beautifully presented and possessing the
typical outgoing gentle Ragdoll nature.
2nd J & R Lamont’s CATTITUDE DÉJÀ VU (66) F 17.06.2008
A seal colourpointed female Ragdoll who is 7 months old and is an excellent size
for her age. The body is long and muscular, well boned and of a good weight.
The head is broad, with flat plane it is not domed. Good width between medium
size seal brown ears, these are well furnished and display the desired slight
forward tilt. Fairly wide still developing cheeks, the muzzle is strong. Firm chin,
level bite the nose leather is seal brown. Medium length nose, in profile this
shows a gentle dip and is slightly retrousse at the tip. Large well opened medium
blue eyes, these are slightly oblique in their set. Even dark seal points colouring
to the medium length well boned legs and large round well tufted paws. The long
and bushy seal brown tail tapers towards the tip, just a little brindled today.
Silky beige body coat, this is quite long and open today, although has been well
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prepared. Clear pale beige underbody, neck ruff and knickerbockers. Excellent
gentle show temperament, I did like her ‘look’
3rd Roy’s PETALPAWS TIGERLILY (66t) F 30.06.2008
A 6 month old seal tabby pointed Ragdoll kitten of very good type. Another well
grown long bodied muscular kitten of excellent proportions. A strong broad
head with flat plane. Very good width between the ears, which today I felt
needed to be a little larger to balance her strong features. Ears set wide, well
furnished and rounded at the tips. Large well opened eyes, set well apart of a
clear pale blue. The eyes are slightly oblique in set. Strong rounded muzzle,
level bite and firm chin. Clear ‘M’ to the forehead, the pleasing tabby mask
covers the developing cheeks. The nose is medium in length has a gentle dip to
the profile and is straight at the tip. Strong medium length legs, front legs
showing clearly defined tabby markings. Long bushy seal brown tail, showing
several varied rings underneath. The silky and dense beige body coat is medium
in length, medium neck ruff and knickerbockers developing. Paler beige
underbody which would benefit from more grooming. A delightful friendly
nature to this exhibit.
4th Feltham’s MONTANTE ORCHID (66) F 25.04.2008
An 8 and a half month old seal colourpointed Ragdoll female of good type, she is
long bodied muscular and fairly well grown. The head is broad, with a flat plane,
fair width between the seal brown ears. The ears are medium in size and are
well furnished. Cheeks developing nicely, the muzzle is rounded. The nose could
be a little longer for balance, profile shows a gentle dip only just retrousse at
the tip. The chin is strong, the bite level. The face mask is a dense seal brown.
Obliquely set medium blue eyes, they are set well apart and generate good
expression. Medium length legs of substantial boning, the seal brown points
colouring rather uneven today. Large round well tufted paws. The tail is seal
brown and reaches the shoulders, it is well furnished and tapers slightly towards
the tip. Minimal brindling to the surface of tail. The silky body coat is beige in
colour and medium in length, paler beige shade to the underbody. Two large
brown belly spots. The neck ruff and knickerbockers are developing nicely. Well
presented and possessing a gentle temperament.

AC or Pattern Novice Adult Male or Female – 10 entered

1st Lynch CHESAWOOD BURLINGTONBERTIE (66) M 15.03.2008
A 10 months old seal colourpointed young man of very good boning, size and
weight. The head is broad with flat plane, good width between the seal brown
ears. The ears are medium in size, well furnished and show a slight forward tilt.
Well developed muzzle, cheeks developing. Seal brown nose leather, the bite is
level chin firm. Large obliquely set deep blue eyes, they are set well apart.
Medium length nose when viewed in profile shows a slightly retrousse tip.
Substantially boned medium length legs, seal brown points colouring just a little
uneven at present. Good length well furnished seal brown tail, this tapers
towards the tip. Beige body coat, this is a good length and has been well
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prepared. The coat is silky in texture, ruff and knickerbockers developing. A
most promising exhibit, today displaying excellent balance for one so young.
Bertie has a delightful friendly nature.
2nd Morris MONTANTE PURDY F (66aw) F 12.07.2007
A 16 month old blue mitted Ragdoll female of excellent type. She is long in the
body and muscular. Broad head with flat plane, not domed. Well developed
cheeks and muzzle. Firm chin and a level bite. Expressive well opened blue eyes,
they are set well apart and slightly oblique in set. The nose is medium in length,
profile shows a gentle dip and it is slightly retrousse at the tip. The bite is
level, firm pure white chin.
Medium length substantially boned legs, uniform
bluish grey points colouring to the legs. Purdy has pure white mittens to front
paws, the back legs are white to level of underbody. The bib, chest and entire
underbody is white. The body coat is bluish white, rather dark across the
shoulders but still generating good contrasts. Bluish grey well furnished tail to
balance her body.
Expertly presented lady, possessing a delightful
temperament.
3rd Hassett HAPPYTYME MISS BEHAVING (66 31a) F 03.03.2008
Well grown blue bi-colour young lady. Lovely type, excellent temperament and
presentation.

AC or Pattern Senior Adult Male or Female

1st Haworth GR CH DIZZIPAWS BRUCE (66) M 02.08.2006
A 2 and a half year old seal colourpointed Ragdoll of excellent type. A well
boned and masculine exhibit, with a long and muscular body. He is heavy in set,
with a short neck and broad chest. Broad head with excellent flat plane, good
width between the rich seal brown ears. The ears are medium in size, set wide
and showing the desired slight forward tilt. The eyes are large they are medium
blue and oblique in their set. The nose is medium in length, when viewed in
profile shows a gentle dip and is just retrousse at the tip. Good firm chin, level
bite the nose leather is seal brown. Rich seal brown mask covering the well
developed cheeks and rounded muzzle. Substantial boning to the legs, large rich
seal brown well tufted round paws. Points colouring to the legs a rich uniform
dark velvet brown. Well furnished seal brown tail slightly tapering towards the
tip, the length balancing the body. Medium length dense beige body coat,
slightly paler beige underbody. Full length neck ruff and knickerbockers. As
ever the perfect gentleman, beautifully presented for the show.
2nd Fitzpatrick CH EMERISLE EMILIO BANDITO (66 31) M 08.04.2005
An enormous seal bi-colour male of very good type, he is 3years 9 months old.
The body is long and muscular, he is heavy set with a broad chest. Broad head
with flat plane, excellent width between the seal brown ears. Ears are well
furnished. They are medium in size and show the desired slight forward tilt.
Well developed cheeks, good strong rounded muzzle, level bite and firm chin.
The mask has a balanced inverted ‘V’ of white starting on the forehead and
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covering the nose, whisker pads and chin. The remainder of the mask is rich seal
brown. Fabulous deep blue eyes, set wide and slightly oblique in set. Medium
length nose, shows a gentle dip in profile it is slightly retrousse at the tip.
Medium length well boned legs, the legs are white to the level of underbody.
There is a small seal spot on the right leg. The bib chest and entire underbody
is white. Predominantly dark beige body coat, this is dense and silky to the
touch. Full neck ruff and knickerbockers. Seal brown well furnished tail to
balance, well furnished and tapering towards the tip. Excellent temperament.
3rd Fitten’s CH FINEARTE ZEPHYR ROSE (66 31a) F 17.08.2006
A 2 and a half year old blue bi-colour Ragdoll of very good type and size.

AC or Pattern Senior Adult Male or Female

1st Wilson’s DONJELAMI MOONSHINE BABE (66 31) F 10.05.2003
A most attractive mature 4 years 8 months old seal bi-colour female of very
good type, shown in excellent condition. Broad head with flat plane, not domed,
excellent width between her rich seal brown ears. Level bite and strong chin,
the nose leather is pink. The mask has a balanced inverted ‘V’ of white starting
at the forehead and covering the nose, whisker pads and chin. The remainder of
the mask is seal brown, this is connected to the ears by tracings. Expressive
medium blue eyes, set wide and slightly oblique in set. Medium length legs with
large round tufted paws. The front and back legs are white to level of
underbody. The body coat is predominately beige with a few evenly distributed
patches of white. The bib, chest and underbody is pure white. Good length neck
ruff and knickerbockers. The seal brown tail is a good balanced length, just a
fraction sparse today. Beautifully presented exhibit, with a gentle outgoing
nature.

2nd Davies GR CH RAGSHAVEN BUSTERS LEGACY (66 31a) M 27.03.2005
A well grown blue point Bi-colour Ragdoll he is 3 years 9 months old. Excellent
broad head with flat plane, good width between the bluish grey ears. The ears
are well furnished and show the desired slight forward tilt. The body is long and
muscular, heavy set with a short strong neck. Medium blue well opened eyes, set
wide and slightly oblique in their set. Level bite and firm chin, the nose is
medium in length has a gentle dip when viewed in profile, slightly retrousse at
the tip. Well developed cheeks and rounded muzzle. The mask has a balanced
inverted V of white from the lower forehead down, covering the nose, whisker
pads and chin. The remainder of the mask is bluish grey, and is connected to the
ears by tracings. Medium length legs and large round tufted paws. The legs are
white almost level to the underbody. Bib, chest and underbody white. The fairly
well furnished bluish grey tail tapers towards the tip.
Well presented
predominantly bluish white dense body coat rather on the short side today.
Short neck ruff and knickerbockers. Perfect manners to this boy.
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3rd Fitpatrick’s EMERISLE GYPSOPHILIA (66 31a) F 23.03.2002
A 6 year old blue bi-colour female, she has excellent weight, presentation and
temperament.

AC or Pattern Non-Breeders Neuter Male

1st Stone’s DIZZIPAWS JACK (66 31) MN 09.02.2007
An 11 months old seal bi-colour Ragdoll of excellent type, he is long in the body,
well boned and muscular. Broad head with flat plane, medium ears set well part
on the head, they show the desired slight forward tilt. Correct slight dip to
profile, nose is slightly retrousse at the tip. Level bite and strong chin. The seal
brown mask has a balanced inverted ‘V’ of white starting at the forehead and
covering the nose, whisker pads and chin. Expressive medium blue eyes, set wide
and slightly oblique in their set. Medium length well boned legs, these are white
up to the level of underbody. The body coat is predominately beige, the bib,
chest and underbody is white. Well prepared dense beige body coat, medium
length neck ruff and knickerbockers. The tail is seal brown, long and busy easily
reaching the shoulders. Faultless presentation, a promising young man.
2nd Prowting’s PR MIAMORIO ENGLISH GENTLEMAN (66 31) MN 31.07.2003
A 5 year old seal bi-colour male of good type, he is well boned and muscular. The
head is broad with a flat plane. Good width between the seal brown ears, they
are medium in size and show the desired slight forward tilt. Medium length
nose, slight dip to the profile, nose is rather straight at the tip. Level bite and
strong chin. Seal brown mask covering the well developed cheeks. The mask has
a balanced inverted ‘V’ of white starting at the forehead and covering the nose,
whisker pads and chin. Well opened medium blue eyes, these are slightly oblique
and set well apart. Medium length substantially boned legs, the front legs are
white, although there is seal colouring at top of right leg. The back legs are
white level to the underbody. Seal coloured long bushy tail, this is slightly
tapered towards the tip. Dense soft and well prepared beige body coat. White
bib, chest and underbody. Medium length neck ruff and knickerbockers.
3rd Woodhead & de Neijs CLEVERCLOGGS SPIRITDANCERS (66) MN
12.07.2007 a 1 year 6 months old seal colourpointed Ragdoll male.

AC or Pattern Non-Breeders Neuter Female

1st Davies CH & GR PR SUNNYWOOD NUTMEG (66e) FN 20.05.2002
A seal tortie Ragdoll lady of quality, she is 6 years 8 months old, and looks
stunning today. Long in the body, strong and muscular but retaining femininity.
Broad head with flat plane, excellent width between the medium size ears. The
ears are well furnished and show the correct forward tilt. Well developed
cheeks and rounded muzzle, level bite and firm chin. The mask is seal brown,
intermingled with shades of red. Medium length nose, showing the required
gentle dip, only slightly retrousse at the tip. Medium length substantially boned
legs, points colouring to the legs seal brown clearly intermingled with shades of
light and dark red. Fairly well furnished seal brown tail, showing the required
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shades of red, easily reaching the shoulders. Tail tapers towards the tip, the tip
is seal brown. The beige body coat is dense and feels silky soft. Surface
shading across the back and a small dark tummy spot. Full neck ruff and
knickerbockers. Expertly presented for the show today, and possessing a
delightful show temperament. Lovely exhibit.
2nd Harmer RAGSMITTEN SASKIA (66) FN 14.04.2007
A 1 year 9 months old seal colourpointed Ragdoll of very good size and type. She
is long bodied well boned and muscular. Broad head with flat plane not domed.
Medium size ears set well apart, they are well furnished, slightly rounded at the
tips and show the desired slight forward tilt. Well developed cheeks and
rounded muzzle, level bite the chin is firm. Dense seal brown mask and
expressive large medium blue eyes, slightly oblique in their set. The medium
length nose has a gentle profile dip, it is not retrousse at the tip. Medium
length substantially boned legs, excellent dense seal brown points colouring.
Silky textured and dense beige body coat, this is rather dark across the back
today. The underbody is a paler beige. Long bushy seal brown tail, slightly
tapering towards the tip and showing some surface brindling. Well shown.
3rd Bradley’s PR VONVARDA KA CHINA (66 31a) FN 10.05.2007
A Well built blue bi-colour Ragdoll female .

Any Pattern Red Series Neuter Male or Female

1st Davies CH & GR PR SUNNYWOOD NUTMEG (66e) FN 20.05.2002
2nd Lynch’s PR MAGISRAGIS GINGERBREADJIM (66d) MN 09.10.2005
A 3 year 3 months old red colourpointed Ragdoll of good type. He is long bodied,
excellent boning, heavy set and strong broad chest. Medium size well furnished
ears, rounded at the tips, showing typical Ragdoll slight forward tilt. Points and
mask colouring rather pale for a red of this age. Large well opened pale blue
eyes, these are slightly oblique in their set. The mask is pale, it covers the well
developed cheeks and the rounded muzzle. Medium length nose showing profile
dip, it is slightly retrousse at the tip. Rather an untidy bite, good strong chin.
Pale red legs, these are medium in length and of substantial bone. Pale red long
bushy tail, this tapers slightly towards the tip and easily reaches the shoulders.
The dense body coat is cream, shading lighter cream on belly and chest. Good
length neck ruff and knickerbockers. A nicely presented well mannered exhibit.
3rd Woodhead & de Neijs CLEVERCLOGGS DEX DEXTER (66d) MN 12.07.2007
Another red point 18 months old, very well grown strong body - with good type.

British Ragdoll CC Any Ragdoll Adult Female part 1

1st Harrison’s VALLEYCAT FIRST EDITION (66 31) F 05.02.2005
2nd Shoreman’s LUVUMCATS LOVEINTHEMIST (66at) F 11.07.2007
3rd Edmunds ECALPHARAS MARTINI (66g) F 23.06.2007
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British Ragdoll CC Any Ragdoll Adult Female part 2

1st Griffiths & Scott GR CH RAGTASIA PEACHESAND CREAM (66g) F
16.04.2005
2nd Adams HAZELSDOLLS BUTTERFLY BLUE (66atw) F 08.04.2008
3rd Prowtings EISERBLEW BELLE DE JOUR (66w) F 19.09.2007
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